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Before & After

A Note from Johanna...

Kitchen Transformation

As summer approaches and
we see ourselves returning to a
somewhat normal lifestyle, I look
back and appreciate where the
journey of the past couple of
years has led us.
We’ve spent more time in our
homes, allowing us to
contemplate our surroundings.
We’ve learned that family and
home matter, that self-care is
important, and that work can
happen from anywhere.
I've seen Clients fall in love with
their homes again, seeking
sanctuary in comfortable
spaces among loved ones.
I’ve always believed in
functional and beautiful home
designs that reflect how we
want to live, and these past
years have reminded us how
important that is. I appreciate
being a part of making your
home a special place to seek
refuge, entertain and create
memories with friends and
family.
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The Forgotten Details
We place a great deal of importance on specific details, sometimes
forgotten details, that can really impact the final look and function of a
space. Each newsletter, we'll feature a detail often overlooked by some,
but never by Johanna and her team. Check out this issue's topic...

Where to Hang Your Towels
With detailed and full remodels there
are so many things to think about –
what's the layout of the bath, what
floor tile to select, where will the
towels hang. After making all the
major decisions, you think there is
nothing left…but small things like bath
accessories can sometimes be left
behind. Towel bars, hand towels and
hooks may seem like little things, but
they can add that final, finish detail
to the design.

Tired of Your
Old Furniture?
Think about Transforming It!
How do we know when it makes
sense to revitalize old furniture
to meet a new vision, or when
to purchase new?

Link to Blog >

Small towel bars at the sink are great
for hand towels - you can hang
more than one, make it decorative,
and the towel dries more quickly.
Bath hooks have a great use besides
just robes. They are perfect for
hanging several bath towels, lots of
kids’ towels, or even pool towels.
Hooks are even handy on a powder

room door for handbags!
For bath towels? A combination of
hooks, bars and double bars is the
most convenient hanging method.
Well-situated hooks near the shower
and/or bath
make it easier to reach towels. Towel
bars come heated now too!
Check out our website and see how
many different kinds of hooks, bars,
and towel racks you can find!

Interested in seeing our
latest projects?
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